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1) Introduction

For ASDEX Upgrade an ECRH system with 140 GHz, 2 MW, 2 sec is in construction [1}. Up
to now experiments with 0.4 MW, 05 sec, 2nd harmonic x—mode were performed, mainly for
heat wave studies. where amplitude and phase of the heat wave are evaluated outside of the
power deposition zone to deduce the electron heat conductivity [2]. In this paper we want to
examine how and which information can be deduced from the temperature rise in the deposition
region.

2) The heat diffusion equation

We assume the piasma as homogeneous within the considered volume and apply the linearized
heat diffusion equation with constant coefficiea to describe the temperature rise after switch-
on of the ECRH

v,(x,r) =nu(x,t)wbv(x,2)+f(x,t) (l)

The subscripts denote differentiation with respect to time or space. The damping term b
describes changes in the local Ohmic power input and in the electron—ion collisions. For the
driving LCIIDflxJ) we assume a Gaussian profile of amplitude fan/(Wit) , width w, and a step
function fa“) in time centered at x = x0. The solution to this equation is

jgtrwmmwtmram} (25
with a : w2/(8x/3); c zfi/w; g = (x- xoiz/wz; and the function
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v(x,t) = ac

The quantity a is a characteristic time depending on the heat conductivity 9; and the deposition
width w, while c is the temperature rise per time unit atx = x0 and t = 0, and g is a normalized
space coordinate. The function Watt!) can be expressed in the form of usual etrorfunctions as

1 ‘i 1‘I’ww = git—u“ #3” + 6"‘®(#+vlu)+e'“<bot et’/ w} ‘4)
Fig.1 shows the calculated time evolution of temperature at different locations 3. The time is
normalized to the characteristic time a. Within the power deposition region, g S 4, the
temperature rises instantaneously, outside the temperature rise is increasingly delayed. Nonzero
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damping, b e: 0 acting as a sink of energy. leads asymptotically to a finite temperature increase.
Evaluations of ego. (2) show that it takes about 10 characteristic times for the profile to expand

in space by about a factor of 2.
tinny”)

The temperature rise given by equ.(2) depends on the
width w of the deposition profile. However, for t/a
>> 1 the temperature evolution becomes independent '
of w. Therefore the temperature evolution contains
information on the initial power deposition profile0 5 to is 20

Fig. l: Nomaitud tempenlurc rise at we damping (b = 0). only for 1111135 t/a < 1.
at dilfuem lot-slime g = {(x-xoywm

3) Application to ASDEX Upgrade shots

In ASDEX—Upgrade we apply ECRH in the 2nd harmonic x-mode to achieve a stronly localized
power deposition. In addition the Gaussian microwave beam is focused such that also for off-
axis heating by poloidal beam deflection the power deposition remains very localized. Ray
tracing calculations, including diffraction effects to describe the Gaussian beam [3], result in
power deposition profiles with widths w from 3 mm to 15 mm. Assuming a heat conductivity
of x = l mzfsec this corresponds to characteristic times of it = 3.5 to 80 usec. With such a
focused deposition at half radius in ASDEX Upgrade it takes about 50 usec in a 1 keV plasma

to distribute the energy around the flux surface. We will therefore not be able to measure
deposition profiles with w < 10 mm. In addition, for ya < 1 the temperature rise is very small
and comparable to the noise level, and we need a much longer time (# 1 msec) to determine the

rate of change of the temperature. Therefore we cannot expect to reliably determine such narrow
deposition profiles from the slope of the temperature rise in a single switch-on event.

However, assuming that locally a homogeneous plasma slab model is applicable, we may use
equ.(2) and fit it to the experimentally measured temperature rise (by ECE) over a time span At/a
>> 1. From such afrt we can determine the quantities a, b, c and x0, but not w. For the fit we

use several adjacent F2CE channels at known positions x in and close to the deposition region,
and assume a deposition profile w as calculated from ray tracing, but not narrower than 10 mm.
'I'hefit is done over a time span of 10 msec so that magnetic field diffusion can be neglected
Furthermore, to get unperturbed data during the switch-on of the ECRH heating, we used a
time interval in ohmic discharges at the end of the plasma current ramp~up when sawtooth
oscillations did not yet set in.
An example of such a fit is shown in fig.2. The fit was applied to all temperature signals
simultaneously. According to the applied model, we require the quantities a and c to be constant
for all channels, but let b free for each channel. The heat conductivity 1 is then calculated from
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the fit parametera and is multiplied bytr (K = elongation) to take into account the variation of

the temperature gradient around a poloidal circumference of a flux surface.

ECE47498.K323436.373341].“ Values 0f 2’ thus obtained at different
“°° radial deposition centers are shown in

Ta. eV fig.3. Most x values are in the range of l

till/SEC and thus close to the values .
obtained from power balance analysis,
but lower than those obtained from heat
wave studies [2,4]. In some of the shots

the power was deposited close to a
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resonant q—surface and did excite an
ruhd-rnode.

see From the central temperature rise c as
obtained from the fit we can calculate the
absorbed power

700 Pm =§n502flR0 Zmdepwrr

(5)
with R0 = major radius, rag}, : minor
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Fig. 2: Fined ECE~temperature signals. are shown in fig. 4 and compared with
All channels are fitted simultaneously the launched power.

The centre of deposition x0 is also obtained from the fit, These results are compared in fig.5

with those calculated with ray tracing for different poloidal launch angles and cit-axis resonant

magnetic field. These results depend on the precision of the magnetic field reconstruction.

The damping term b was treated as a free fit parameter. ‘So it was different for each ECE

channel. The values were in the range 0.01 to 0.1 msec‘1, and thus of the order as expected

from the local drop in ohmic heating power and the electron—ion energy exchange. The values of

b tend to be higher on the low field side of the deposition centre, as expected because of the

electron temperature gradient

radius of deposition centre. The results
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Fig. 3. Heat oonductivitics determined from 0|: fit Fig 4 Absorbed power as obtained from the fit pammeter 0
parameters as function of the major radius (R0 = 1650 mm a = 500 mm)
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Fits like in fig.2 are not uniquely determined. As
explained above, for r/a >> 1 the information on

am

2100

we the initial deposition profile is lost. Consequently
we can get nearly equally good fits'for different
values of the profile width w. These fits differ

13°“ mainly in the first millisecond, where an
1700 instantaneous rise or also a delayed rise can be

'4" "3° '2“ '1” ° ‘° 1 ° 3 ° ‘ ” fitted to the data within their fluctuations.
F .5.Deposit.ion centresas obtained from tirefit compared ' l ‘
tolgmy tracing results for dillferentpoloidai launch angles Choosmg smaller/larger ‘4 would lead {0

higher/lower values for the heat conductivity, but

the product c*w stays nearly constant We consider our choice of the width obtained from ray

tracing, but w 2 10 mm, a reasonable one.

This fitting procedure was also applied to a test data set, which was created from a modelling of
an ASDEX~Upgrade shot with the ASTRA transport code [5], specifying for xa constant value

of 0.8 Ina/sec. Two cases with deposition (width w : 5 mm) centered at r/a : 0.5 and oh 2 0.8
were fitted. The value of x0 was in both cases within 1 mm of the specified deposition centre.

The value of xwas within 10% of the specified one, The damping term b was as expected with

a radial dependence because of the existing temperature gradient

4) Summary

The response of the electron temperature upon the switch-on of very localized ECRH heating

with Gaussian spatial profile can be well fitted to the heat diffusion equation with constant

coefficients. To extract an electron heat conductivity from such a fit one needs to know the

deposition profile width. This can in principle also be obtained from the fit. However, for

narrow profiles, as we have them in ASDEX Upgrade, this requires better space and time

resolution than available. Taking calculated values for the deposition width we arrive at heat

conductivities close to those obtained from power balance.

The location of the deposition is within a few centimeters at the calculated position. The

absorbed power is of the order of the launched power,
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